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Abst rac t - -Agnew characterized the triangular regular matrices for which the inequality 
limsup G(A.T; D) < limsup G(bv; D) 
holds, where G(bw; D) denotes the least upper bound of the element fn(x) of the function sequence 
.T" := (fn) over the subset D of real numbers and A.T" := (Afn) is given by 
Afn(x) :-- ~ ankfk(x). 
k-~l 
Replacing lim sup operator by stT-lim sup operator, we prove some variants of Agnew's result. (~) 2004 
Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let T =( tnk)  be an infinite summabil ity matrix. For a given x = (xk), the T-transform of x, 
denoted by Tx  := ((Tx)n), is given by (Tx)n = )-~°~= 1 tnkXk, provided the series converges for 
each n. The matrix T is called regular if lim Tx  = L whenever lira x = L [1]. Assume now 
that T is a nonnegative regular summabil ity matrix. Then the T-density of K is defined by 
oo k ~T(K) = limn ~k=l  tnkXK( ) provided the limit exists, where ~g is the characteristic function 
of K.  The sequence x = (Xk) is T-statistically convergent to L if, for every e > 0, ~T{k E N : 
[xk - LI _> e} - 0. In this case, we write stT- l imx = L and denote the space of all T-statistically 
convergent sequences by StT [2-5]. We note that the case in which T = C1, the Ces£ro matrix, T- 
statistical convergence r duces to statistical convergence (see [6-11]). Further, if we take T = I,  
the identity matrix, then T-statistical convergence coincides with the ordinary convergence. 
The concepts of statistical limit superior and limit inferior have been introduced by Fridy and 
Orhan [12]. T-statistical analogs of these concepts have been examined by Connor and Kline [13] 
and Demirci [14] as follows. 
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The T-statistical limit superior of a number sequence x, denoted by stT-lim sup x, is given by 
{ supB~, ifBx:#{3, stT- lim sup x := 
--c% if B~ = 0, 
where B~ denotes the set {b e ]R : ~T{k : Xk > b} :# 0} and 0 is the empty set. We note that 
the statement @(K) ¢ 0 means that either 6T(K) > 0 or K fails to have T-density. Also, the 
T-statistical limit inferior of a number sequence x, denoted by stT-lim inf x, is given by 
f infA~, ifA~ # 0, 
stT- lim inf x 
+cx~, if A~ = 0, 
where A~ denotes the set {a E R : 5T{k : X k < a} 7~ 0}. If we take T = C1, then these definitions 
reduce to the concepts of st-limsupx and st-l iminfx given in [12], respectively. It is also known 
[12-14] that, for a sequence x = (xk) of real numbers, the number 13 is the st-l imsupx if and 
only if for every s > 0, 
@{k : xk > fl-- ~} ~ O and @{k : xk >f i+a}=0;  
and that the number a is the st-l iminfx if and only if for every ~ > 0, 
@{k:xk<a+s}#O and 5T{k:xk<a- -z}=O.  
In [15], Knopp has obtained necessary and sufficient conditions on an infinite matrix A = 
(ask) by using A-transform of bounded sequences. In [12,16], Fridy and Orhan have extended 
these results via statistical limit superior and limit inferior, i.e., if SUPn ~k=l  ]ank[< OO, then 
lim sup Ax < st-lim sup x (for every x E gc¢, the space of all bounded sequences of real numbers) 
if and only if A is regular and satisfies liras Y~k~__l ]ask] = 1 and lims ~keE ]ask] = 0 whenever 
5(E) = 0. In [14], T-statistical analogs of these results have also been studied (see also [17]). 
Let ~ := (fn) be a sequence of real-valued functions defined on a subset D of ~, the set of 
real numbers. Then throughout the paper, G(:Y; D) will always denote the least upper bound of 
the element fs(X) of the sequence over the subset D; and g(~'; D) will denote the greatest lower 
bound of fs(x) over D (see, for instance, [18]). 
Let A = (ask) be an infinite summability matrix. For a given function sequence ~" = (fs), the 
A-transform of jr, denoted by A:~ := (Afn), is given by 
oo  
Afs(x) := E askfk(x), 
k=l  
provided the series converges for each n E N and for all x E D. 
Agnew [18] characterized the triangular egular matrices for which the inequality 
lim sup G(A.T; D) <_ lira sup G(.T; D) (1.1) 
holds. 
In the present paper, replacing lim sup operator by  stT-lim sup operator, we  prove some variants 
of inequality (1.1). 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
In this section, for a uniformly bounded function sequence, we prove some inequalities involving 
the functionals lim sup, lim inf, stT-lim sup, and stT-lim inf. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let T = (t,k ) be a nonnegative r gular summability matrix, ff the matrix A= (a,k ) 
satis/~es sup. ~-~° i [a.kl < co, then, for every uniformly bounded function sequence J: = (f.) 
on a subset D C R, we have 
lim sup G(AiP; D) <StT- lim sup G(JC; D) (2.1) 
if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(i) A is regular and lima }-~keE [a.k[ = 0 whenever ST(E) = O; 
(ii) l im, ~-]~°=1 [a,k[ = 1. 
PROOF. NECESSITY. Assume that, for any uniformly bounded function sequence iF = (f,) 
on D, the matrix A = (ank) satisfies condition (2.1). Choose a bounded sequence u = (u,)  
of real numbers. In particular, if we take 9 r = u on D, then 9 r is uniformly bounded on D 
and G(SV; D) = u, and also G(A:7:; D) = Au. Since u • £oo and sup, ~-~k=l°° [a,k] < co, we get 
Au • loo. Also by (2.1) we have 
lim sup Au <StT- lim sup u. 
Therefore, by Theorem 7 of [14] (see also [12]), conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied. 
SUFFICIENCY. Assume now that (i) and (ii) hold, and that $" = ( f , )  is a uniformly bounded 
function sequence on D. Then there is a positive number M such that, for every x C D and for 
all n • N, If,(x)l < M, i.e., {f , (x)} • ~oo. Since sup, ~k°°__l la,kl < co, {Af,(x)} • ~oo for every 
x • D. Now let t3 := stT-limsupG(J:;D). For a given ~ > 0, let E := {k : G(fk;D) > t3 +E}. 
Then we have ST(E) = 0, and also it is clear that G(fk; D) < t3 + e if k ~ E. For any real 
number z, we write 
z + := max{z, 0} and z -  := min{-z ,  0}, 
whence 
Iz[ = z + + z -  and z = z + - z - .  
So we have, for every x • D, that 
Af, (x)  = 




= E a+k sk(x) - E a'~kSk(x)' 
k=l k=l 
= E a;kS,(x)+ E
k6E k~E k=l 
oo 
< M E lank] Jr E la"klG(fk;D) + M E (lankl--ank). 
k6E k~E k=l 
oo  
G(A fn; D) <_ M E la,kl + (~3 + z) ~ la,kl + M (la.kl - a ,k) .  
keE k~E k=l 
Taking limit superior as n --* co in (2.2) and using (i) and (ii), we have 
(2.2) 
lim sup G(AJZ; D) < fl + ~. 
This implies (2.1) since s is arbitrary. 
As in Lemma 2.1 one can easily prove the following lemma. 
| 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let T = (tnk ) be a nonnegative r gular summability matrix. If the matrix A = (a~k )
satisfies SUPn ~k°°=l lank[ < 0% then, for every uniformly bounded function sequence Jr = (f,~) 
on a subset D c I~, 
stT-liminf g(Y; D) <_ l iminf g(Abr; D) 
if and only if conditions (i) and (ii) in Lemma 2.1 are satisfied. 
Now combining Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let T = (t~k) be a nonnegative regular summability matrix. I f  the matrix 
A = (auk) satisfies SUPn ~=1 [ank]< 00, then, for every uniformly bounded function sequence 
jr = (fn) on a subset D C R, 
lim sup G(A:F; D) < stT-lim sup G(gr; D) 
and 
stT- lim inf g(J~; D) < lim inf g(A:;; D) 
if and only if conditions (i) and (ii) in Lemma 2.1 are satisfied. 
We know [12,14] that, for any real sequence u E leo, 
lim inf u <stT- lim inf u 
and 
stT- lim sup u < lira sup u, 
where T is a nonnegative regular summabil ity matrix. 
Therefore, the following result is obtained from Theorem 2.3. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let T = (tnk) be a nonnegative regular summability matrix. If the matrix 
g = (ank) satisfies sup~ ~-~°=1 lank] < OO and conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 2.1, then, for 
every uniformly bounded function sequence jc = (fn) on a subset D C R, 
stT- lim sup G(AU; D) <_ stT- lim sup G(Jr; D) 
and 
stT- lim inf g(je; D) < stT- lim inf g(A~; D). 
The next example shows that the converse of Corollary 2.4 is not valid. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Define the matrix A = (ank) by 
1, 
ank = 1, 
0, 
if k = n and n is a nonsquare, 
if k _< n and n is a square, 
otherwise. 
Then, for every uniformly bounded function sequence ( f , )  on a subset D C R, we have [/:(x), 
Afi~(x)= E lk (x )  ' 
k=l  
if n is a nonsquare, 
if n is a square, 
for every x C D. Hence, we get 
{ a(fn;D), 
n 
V(Af~; D) = sup ~-~ffk(x), 
xE/-)  k= l  
if n is a nonsquare, 
if n is a square, 
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and 
g(Sn;D) ,  
g(Afn; D) = inf A.~j~, , K-" f,/x~, 
x6D k=l 
Now define the matrix T = (tnk) by 
if n is a nonsquare, 
if n is a square. 
J" 1, if k = n 2 -b 1, 
tnk l 0, otherwise. 
Since T-density of the set of all squares is zero, then 
ST{n: G(Af~; D) = G(f~; D)} = 1 
and 
ST{n: g(Af~; D) = g(f~; D)} = 1. 
By Lemma 1 of [14], the T-statistical cluster points of the sequence G(AJr; D) are the same as 
those G(iY; D), and the same is also true for g(A~; D) and g(hr; D). Therefore, we may write 
stT- lim sup G(A,~; D) =stT- lim sup G(hc; D) 
and 
StT- lim inf g(AJZ; D) = stT- lim inf g(hV; D). 
But note that since supn y~k~_l lask[ = co, the matrix A does not satisfy (ii). Also, for the matrix 
A = (ank), we have 
[ 0, if n is a nonsquare, 
kEEE [ank[---- I %/~, if n is a square, 
where E := {k = n2:n  = 1, 2, . . .  }. So limn ~=1 [ank[ in (ii) does not exist since ST(E) = O. 
Now we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the inequality in Corollary 2.4 by using 
the matrix classes involving the space of T-statistically convergent sequences (see also [17]). 
Let X and Y be any two sequence spaces. Then we should note that (X, Y) denotes the class 
of all matrices A which map X into Y, and (X, Y)reg means that A E (X, Y) such that the 
limit is preserved. So, by A E (stT ffl ~oo, stT M eoo)reg we mean that, for every u E stT ffl ~ ,  
Au E stT M 600 with stT-lim u = stT-lim Au. Then we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let T = (t~k) be a nonnegative regular summability matrix. If the matrix 
A = (a~k) satisfies ups ~-~k°°__l ]a~k[ < co, then, for every uniformly bounded function sequence 
27: = (fn) on a subset D C •, 
StT- lim sup G(A,~; D) <_ stT- lim sup G(SC; D) (2.3) 
and 
StT- lim inf g(gr; D) <_ stT- lim inf g(A~; D) (2.4) 
if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(i) stT-lim~ EkEE [askl = 1 whenever  6T(E)  ---- i, 
(ii) A E (stT n loo, StT n ~oo)reg. 
PROOF. NECESSITY. Assume that, for any uniformly bounded function sequence jr  on D, the 
matrix A = (ask) satisfies (2.3) and (2.4). Choose a bounded sequence u = (u,)  of real numbers 
and take ~ = u on D, then ~ is uniformly bounded on D and G(hc; D) = g(hC; D) = u and 
G(AJr; D) = g(AJZ; D) = Au. Also, by (2.3) and (2.4), we have 
st T- lim sup Au < stT- lim sup u 
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and 
stT- lim inf u <_ StT- lim inf Au. 
So, considering the technique used in [17], we conclude that (i) and (ii) hold. 
SUFFICIENCY. Assume now that the matrix A = (a,~k) satisfies (i) and (ii) and that jr  = (f,~) is 
a uniformly bounded function sequence on D. Then there is a positive number M such that, for 
all x E D and for all n E N, [f~(x)] _< M. Since sup~ EkC~l lank [ < C~, {Af~(x)} E goo for every 
x E D. Now let ~3 :-- StT-limsupG(jr;D). For a given ~ > 0, let E := {k : G(fk;D) < ~+E}. 
Then by Theorem 1 of [14], we get 5T(N \ E) = 0, i.e., 6T(E) = 1. Hence, we have 
Then we conclude that 
Aft(x)  = 
k=l 
= a kfk(x)+ Z  nkfk( ), 
kEE kEN\E 
~ lank[V(fk;D) ÷M ~ [ankl, 
kEE kEN\E 
k6E kEN\E 
G(Af~;D) <_ 03+s) ~ [ank[+ M ~ lank[. (2.5) 
kEE kEN\E 
We note that condition (i) implies that 
StT-1im ~ la~k[=0, 
k~N\E 
whenever ST(E) = 1. 
Now taking stT-limit superior as n --* oo in (2.5) and using (i), we have 
stT- lim sup G(AJr; D) </~ + ~. 
Since E is arbitrary, (2.3) is satisfied. Using a similar idea, we also have (2.4), whence the result. I 
In Theorem 2.5 taking limsup G(jr; D) instead of stT-limsup G(jr; D), we have the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let T = (t~k) be a nonnegative regular summability matrix. If the matrix 
A = (an\) satisfies up~ ~=1 lank[ < ce, then, for every uniformly bounded function sequence 
jr = (f~) on a subset D C •, we have 
stT-lira sup G(AJr; D) <_ lim sup G(jr; D) (2.6) 
and 
lira inf g(jr; D) <_ StT- lim inf g(Ajr; D) (2.7) 
if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(i) stT-lim,~ ~keE [a~k[ = 1 whenever N \ E is finite, 
(ii) A E (c, stT n too)reg. 
PROOF. NECESSITY. Choose jr = u, where u E to ,  and apply the idea in Theorem 5.1 of [17]. 
So by using hypothesis, we have (i) and (ii). 
SUFFICIENCY. In Theorem 2.5, replacing/3 with lira sup G(jr; D), we conclude that 
C(Afn;D) _< la.kl +M lankl. 
kEE kEN\E 
Also, since condition (i) implies StT-lim,~ -~keS\E lank[ = O, where N \ E is finite, we have (2.6) 
by taking sT-limit superior as n ~ ~.  Similarly, we also get (2.7), which completes the proof. I 
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3, SOME FURTHER RESULTS 
Using the concept of statistical convergence, Fridy and Orhan [16] have extended Choudhary's 
result [19] concerning the comparisons of two matrix transformations. In this section, we deal 
with some analogs of this result as well as the analogs of Mursaleen and Edely's results [17]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let T = (tnk) be a nonnegative r gular summability matrix and let B = (bnk) be 
a normal matrix (i.e., triangular with nonzero diagonal entries), and denote its triangular inverse 
by B -1 = (b~). For an arbitrary A = (ank), in order that, whenever BY  uniformly bounded 
on D, AY  should exist and be uniformly bounded on D and satisfy 
lim sup G(AS-; D) <_ StT- lim sup G(BY; D) (3.1) 
and 
SiT- lim inf g(BY; D) < lim inf g(AY; D), 
it is necessary and sufficient hat the following conditions hold: 
(i) C := AB -1 exists, 
(ii) C is regular and limn ~keE [C~k[ = 0 whenever ST(E) = O, 
(iii) l im, ~=1 [c~k[ = 1, 
(iv) for any fixed n, 
v j=v~+l E oojb;: = o 
k=0 
(3.2) 
PROOF. NECESSITY. Let x E D be fixed. By hypothesis, if Afn(x) exists for every n whenever 
{Bf~(x)} E Go, then Lemma 2 of [19] implies that conditions (i) and (iv) are satisfied. Now let 
:= BY. Then it is clear that G(~; D) = G(BY; D) and g(/-/; D) = g(BY; D). By the same 
lemma, we also have AY = C7-/, so G(AS-; D) = G(CT-l; D) and g(AY; D) = g(CT-l; D). The 
fact that AY is uniformly bounded yields that C7-/is uniformly bounded on D. Hence, by (3.1) 
and (3.2), we may write that 
lim sup G(CTI; D) <_ stT- lim sup G(/-/; D) 
and 
stT- lira inf g (7-/; D) < lira inf g (C7~; D). 
Now by Theorem 2.3, we conclude that conditions (ii) and (iii) hold. 
SUFFICIENCY. It is clear that conditions (i)-(iv) imply the conditions of Lemma 2 of [19]. If 
= BY, then by hypothesis, ~ is uniformly bounded on D. Since C is regular and also by that 
same lemma, 
OC 
Afn(x) = c.kBJk(x) 
k=l 
for every x E D, and for all n E N, we have AY is uniformly bounded, so C7-/ is uniformly 
bounded on D. Now it follows from Theorem 2.3 that 
lim sup G(CT-I; D) < stT- lim sup G(T/; D). 
Since 7-/ = BY  and AS- = C7-/, we obtain inequality (3.1). 
similar way. Therefore, the proof is completed. 
The next result follows from Theorem 3.1 immediately. 
We also get inequality (3.2) by a 
| 
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COROLLARY 3.2. Let T be a nonnegative regular summabiIity matr/x.  I f  A and B satisfy con- 
ditions (i)-(iv) of Theorem 3.1, then 
St T- lim sup G(A~; D) < st T- lim sup G(B]~; D) 
and 
st T- l im inf g(B~; D) <_ st T- l im inf g(A~; D) 
for every jr __ (fn) such that BJ: is uniformly bounded on D. 
We note that  Theorem 3.1 reduces to Theorem 2.3 if we take B = I .  The converse of Corol- 
lary 3.2 is false, as can be seen by Example  2.1. 
Using Theorem 2.5, the following theorem can easi ly be obtained.  
THEOREM 3.3. Let T = (t~k) be a nonnegative regular summability matrix and let B = (b~k) 
be a normal matr ix .  For an arbitrary A = (a~k ), in order that, whenever B~ uniformly bounded 
on D, A~ should exist and be uniformly bounded on D and satisfy 
StT- lim sup G(A~; D) <stT- lim sup G(B]:; D) 
and 
st T- lim inf g (BU; D) <_ st T- lim inf g (ASr; D), 
it is necessary and sut~cient that  the following conditions hold: 
(i) C C (8tT ~ goo, 8tT N goo)reg, where C = AB -1, 
(ii) stT-lim~ ~-~keE ]Cnk[ = 1 whenever 6T(E) ---- 1. 
Final ly,  the next theorem can be proved by modify ing Theorem 2.6 and considering Theorem 5.3 
of [171 
THEOREM 3.4. Let T =(tnk) be a nonnegative r gular summability matrix and let B = (bnk) 
be a normal matrix. For an arb i t ra ry  A = (a~k ), in order that, whenever B]  c uniformly bounded 
on D, AY  should exist and be uniformly bounded on D and satisfy 
StT- lim sup G(AU; D) < lim sup G(B:;; D) 
and 
l im inf g(B:~; D) <_ stT- l im inf g(A~; D), 
it is necessary and su~cient hat (i) and (iv) in Theorem 3.1 are satisfied and the following 
conditions hold: 
(a) C e (C, st T A ~c~)reg, 
(b) stT-lim~ ~keE [Cnk] = 1 whenever N \ E is finite. 
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